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Abstract

As the interference between mold parts occurs in a small region, it is difficult to find the interference at the design
stage. It is usually found at the assembly stage of injectionmolds, which delays both design and manufacturing lead
times. CommercialCAD systems with interferenceinspectionfunctions have been used so far. However, they are very
expensive for the mold industry, and inadequatefor performing collaborative work over the Internet. An interference
examination system executable on a lower cost CAD viewer is required before releasing final drawings in the mold
industry.

In this paper, an interferenceexaminationalgorithmfor the Web-based interference verification system applicable to
a single-levelassembly is studied for injectionmold design processes.To design a collaborativesystem executable on
the Internet, a lightweight CAD file converted from a CAD data is used as a native file of the CAD viewer with inter
ference verification capability.The validityof the developedsystem is confirmedthroughcase studies.
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1. Introduction

Plastic products are used widely and their signifi
cance is increasing. They are manufactured through
injection molding. Their life cycle is becoming
shorter and shorter. Injection mold companies reduce
lead-time by using 3D CAD systems. However, in
vestment cost and maintenance expenditure of CAD
systems are high, injection mold companies want to
apply collaborative CAD viewers instead of the CAD
systems for reduction of the lead-time. Several com
mercial web-based viewing tools, such as Spinfire of
Actify Inc. [IJ and AutoView of Cirnmetry Inc. [2]
have been developed. However, the commercial
viewing tools offer only simple measurement func
tions and do not have accurate interference examina
tion functions applicable to injection mold design
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processes [3]. In addition, since they are general
viewers, it is difficult to apply the viewers to the de
sign process of injection molds [4].

Ye et a1. [5J proposed an automatic assembly algo
rithm using definitions of hierarchical relationships
and geometrical constraints of injection mold parts.
Chin and Wong [6] studied a knowledge-based
evaluation system in the conceptual design stage of
injection molds. Shin and Lee [7] proposed an inter
ference examination algorithm to check surfaces of
injection molds, They described a search algorithm to
eject the mold product by using side cores. Interfer
ences at side cores are modified automatically. How
ever, application of this paper was limited to certain
forms of injection molds.

In order to apply CAD viewers to the design verifi
cation process of injection molds, a draft examination
system [4] was developed through the incorporation
of the draft inspection algorithm into the previously
developed Web-viewer [3]. An optimized lightweight
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the interference.

Fig. 2. Interference between the ejector pin and the core.

Fig. 1. Interference between two parts: (a) slide core and
locking block, (b) angle pin and angle pin hole.
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3. Related researches

Interference of objects in virtual reality should in
clude an interaction among objects, such as interfer
ence occurring in actual reality. However, in order to
express interference objects in virtual reality, a large
amount of time and cost is required. It needs hierar
chical object representation methods to realize the
effective interference examination in virtual. reality.
BV(bounding volume) and space division methods
have been used for hierarchical object representation
flO, 8]. OBB (oriented bounding box) tree and
Spheretree methods use BY to check interference..
Gottshalk proposed an interference inspection algo
rithm using the OBBtree [10]. He introduced a fast
and accurate separating axis theorem. However, the
efficiency of the system in the case of non-convex
hull and parts of an injection mold is poor. Hubbard
[11] proposed an interference verification method
using the Spheretree and Space-Time bounds. How
ever, model cubes used as injection mold parts need
many spheres, and empty spaces created by the
spheres degrade the performance of the interference
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2. Interference parts

Interferences of injection mold primarily occur by
slide cores, angle pins, ejector pins, bolts, etc. Inter
ference of a slide core occurs at the curved surface
between the slide and the locking block. In this case,
the slide core and the locking block are not assembled
due to the interference. Fig. l(a) shows an example of
the interference between the slide core and the lock
ing block.

An angle pin is a locking unit that fixes a slide core
preventing interference between the product and the
injection mold. It changes the length and the inclina
tion angle ofthe angle pin according to working dis
tance of the slide core. Interference between an angle
pin and an angle pin evasion hole occurs owing to
length and inclination angle of the angle pin. This
damages slide cores. Fig. I(b) shows this example.

Interferences of ejector pins or bolts mainly occur
owing to positioning error between the ejector pin and
the ejector pin hole. Fig. 2(a) shows an example of

CAD file [3J produced from a commercial CAD file
is used to develop the dimension examination,
markup and draft inspection modules. However, in
terference verification of injection molds has not been
studied yet.

Interference of injection molds generates fatal
problems, such as impossible assembly, damage of
injection molds, etc. Since interferences of injection
mold parts occur in small regions, it is difficult to find
interferences at the design stage. They are usually
found at the assembly stage of injection molds. It is
required to inspect and compensate for the interfer
ence before releasing fmal drawings. Interference
between an angle pin and an evasion hole of the angle
pin directly affects the fitting of a slide. Considerable
time and cost are required to compensate for the inter
ferences in the manufacturing process of injection
molds.

In this paper, an AABB (axis-aligned bounding
boxes) tree [8] and a data structure of the lightweight
CAD file [9J are used to develop an interference ex
amination algorithm for a single-level assembly com
posed of one group of solids. By combining this inter
ference inspection algorithm with the previously de
veloped Web-viewer [3], a Web-based interference
verification system for injection molds is developed
in this paper. Validity of the developed system is
confirmed through case studies.
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Fig. 3. Structure of the lightweight CAD file.

4.2 Interference examination algorithm
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Fig. 4. Algorithm for the interference examination.

gular meshes are applied for the visualization of CAD
files. Using this data structure, solids, faces and trian
gle meshes are able to be successively searched and
inspected for interference examination. In order to
reduce the interference inspection time between solids
and faces, the AABBtree is applied to exclude non
touching entities during the inspection process.

examination.
Interference inspection methods using the space di

vision technique are Octree, BSP (binary space parti
tioning) tree etc. Vemuri et al. [12] proposed an algo
rithm to verify the interference in the flow process of
small parts with curved surfaces through the Octree.
They proposed a fast interference inspection method
of objects including convex hulls or non-convex hulls.
Ar et al. [13] introduced the concept of self
customized data structures, and investigated it in the
case of BSPtree for interference verification. How
ever, comparing the space division method with the
BV method, the space division is inefficient due to
extensive computational amount. In addition, those
interference examination algorithms are difficult to
implement the interference verification of injection
molds composed of axis-aligned cubes and/or cylin
der elements.

In this paper, an interference examination method
composed of AABBtree [8] and the hierarchical data
structure of lightweight CAD files [9] is proposed for
a single-level assembly. The AABBtree algorithm
verifies interference through creation of aligned BVs
with respect to coordinate planes of an object. Using
this method as well as maximum and minimum ver
texes of the BVs, interference verification between
bounding boxes is conducted rapidly and simply. It is
possible to maximize the performance of AABBtree
to inspect part interferences of injection molds com
posed of axis-aligned parts. If BVs have interferences,
BVs of the subordinate hierarchy are inspected
whether the subordinate BVs have interferences.
Geometric information of mold parts is included in
the lightweight CAD file. The structure of the light
weight CAD file and the detail interference examina
tion method are described in the next chapter.

4. Interference verification of a single-level
assembly

4.1 Data structure

In this paper, an efficient interference examination
algorithm is devised by using the hierarchical data
structure of the previously developed lightweight
CAD file [9]. Data structure shown in Fig. 3 is used to
propose an interference examination algoritlun adopt
ing AABBtree and the structure of the lightweight
CAD file. Solid means a solid entity of a CAD file.
Face contains surface information of a solid. Face is
composed of triangular meshes and edges. The trian-
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Interference examination between faces uses BVs
offaces. If Eq, (2) is satisfied in each axis, BVs of
two faces do not have interference. In the other case,
the faces intersect each other.

4.3 Interference between solids

interferences of all triangular meshes included in F,,j
and F,+l,k' In order to visualize results of the interfer
ence examination, the color of the meshes with inter
ference is modified during the inspection process.
Using this procedure, it is possible to find interference
spots in the manufacturing process of injection molds.

Fig. 6, Maximum and minimum points ofBVs.

The maximum and minimum value of vertexes in a
solid is computed by the vertex information. BV of a
solid is constructed through the maximum and mini
mum vertexes. Interference between BVs of the sol
ids is recognized by the following interference condi
tion [14].

4.5 Interference between triangle meshes

4.4 Interference between faces

If the condition, Eq. (1) is satisfied, BVs of two sol
ids do not intersect. In the other case, BVs of the two
solids have interference.

The interference verification between triangle
meshes consists of three steps. First, compute a plane
equation of a triangle. Secondly, calculate the inter-

of a single-level assembly composed of one group of
solids. Following 5 steps are used for the interference
inspection:

(1) First step is the computation of a BV of a face.
Maximum and minimum values of vertexes included
in the face are extracted from the vertex information.
In Fig. 5, BV of a face is computed by the maximum
and minimum values (PV;,j) that are stored at the
class of face (F"j ).Where i is the number of solids
andj the number offaces. This process is repeated for
other faces.

(2) Second step is the computation of a BV of a
solid. Comparing maximum/minimum values of
pV;.j included in S), SV; is obtained. In Fig. 5, BV
of the i th solid ( S, ) is given by SV;.

(3) Third step is the interference examination of
solids. The interference inspection of SV; , BV of
the i th solid, and BV of other solids is performed
repeatedly. If no interference is found, interference
examination ofS}~Tl' BV of the next solid, and BV of
remaining solids are executed. These processes are
iterated to complete the interference verification of
BVs of all solids. A more detailed method of interfer
ence examination of BV of solids is suggested by Ye
et al. [5]. Details are described in section 4.3

(4) Fourth step is the interference verification of
faces. F"j is one of the faces included in the solid
S,. If interference is detected in BVs of two solids,
interference examination of BVs, F"j and F,+l,k' is
performed. This process is repeated to execute inter
ference inspection of BVs of all faces contained in
two solids.

(5) Fifth step is the interference verification of tri
angular meshes. If interference between BVs of two
faces occurs, the first triangular mesh T;,j,l of F,,j

is selected. And inspect interference with triangular
meshes of F,+ r,k' If no interference is found, inspect
the interference between T;,j,l+l of F,.i and T;cl.k.m

of F;+l.k' In this case, I and m are a sequence of
triangular meshes. The process is iterated to inspect

Fig. 5. BVs of a solid and faces.
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t= «C,Xq)+(CYYq)+(Czzq)+D) (5)
(Cx(xp -xq)+Cy(Yp - yq)+Cz(zp -Zq»

!(x,y,z) = p(xP'YP,zp)t + q(xq,yq.zq)(l-t) (6)

(8)

(7)

b~------"" C

Where ~, 8: and 83 are three angles between the
intersection point f and the opposite two angular
points of the first triangle. If Brow is 2;r, the two
triangles intersect each other as shown in Fig. 9(a). If
B is smaller than 2;r, the two triangles do notTotal

have interference as shown in Fig. 9(b).

a

Sum of three angles between three angular points
of the first triangle and the intersecting point I is
given by

4.6 System performance

In order to verify the efficiency of the proposed al
gorithm, the total number of calculations to inspect
the interference of two solids is compared. The two
solids include faces, and numbers of faces of the two
solids are denoted by F; (10) and Fm (10), respec
tively. Number of pairs of the faces with interference
is Fn • Let the numbers of triangular meshes included
in each of the faces be 1; (100) and Tm (100), re
spectively.

In an extreme case, where interference inspection
of two solids does not have a hierarchical structure
like VRML, the total number of calculations to in
spect interference is calculated according to the whole
search method [10] of triangular meshes as given by

(3)

section point between the plane and an edge of the
other triangle. Thirdly, inspect interference between
the two triangles.

In Fig. 7, a, band c are three points of a trian
gle element, and p , q and r are three points of
the other triangle element. Vectors r~, and V;, are
computed from the three points a, b and c of the
first triangle element. Using the cross product of V.
and Vb' vector components of the result are obtained
as Cx ' Cy and Cz • The plane equation of the tri
angle abc is computed at the plane point R as

Using the parametric representation for o:s; t:::;I ,
an intersection point f between line segment pq

of the second triangle and the plane D is obtained
from the following equations [15]:

where, p E »..», .e., q E xq,Yq,Zq
Using the three angular points of the first triangle

and the intersection point f , three angles between f
and opposite two angular points are obtained. If the
summation of the three angles is 2;r, it is concluded
that the two triangles are intersecting each other.

Computation of an angle between the intersection
point f and the opposite two angular points is con
ducted as follows: In Fig. 8 vectors r~ and V2 are
computed from differences of position vectors b
and f, and ~ and t . respectively. Using the dot
product of two vectors V; and Vz ' the angle B is
given by

Fig. 8. Angle between V; and V1 ·

(b)(a)

a l'

/D
I

I,,
V j

a

Fig. 7. Triangles consist ofplanes. Fig. 9. Cases of intersection between two triangles.
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design results but also the interference of the design
results on the Internet. Searched lightweight CAD
files corresponding to the commercial CAD data are
transmitted from the server to the clients. After inter
ference examination of the design result on the Web,
the examination result is saved as a lightweight CAD
file. It is transferred to the integrated server. Then, the
interference verification result is able to be shared by
many clients at the same time.

The interference examination and design verifica
tion modules consist of the lightweight CAD file
translator, the 3D viewing, interference examination,
markup and markup read/write modules as shown in
Fig. 11. Each module is realized by using ActiveX
technology of Microsoft and programmed by MFC.
OpenGL is used for 3D graphics in the ActiveX con
troL HTML is used to notify ActiveX controls on the
web. In addition, VBScript is utilized as interfaces for
plug-ins. In this architecture, ActiveX is automati
cally installed to the client's PC when a client is con
nected to the server. After the first installation of
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=lOx 10+ l x IOOx100 =10,100

Nwor'Si =F;FmT, Trn =lOx io-roo-reo =1,000,000

(9)

(10)

A B Worstcase Proposedcase

Solid I 1 - I

Face 1O(F,) IOU:. ) - 100

Triangle 100(1;) 100(1;;,) 1000000 10000

Total III III 1000000 10iOi

Table 1. Comparisons of interference between the worst and
proposed cases.

Bq. (9). However, the number of calculations ofthe
proposed interference inspection is calculated accord
ing to Eq. (10). As Eq. (9) includes many multiplica
tions and Eq, (10) is expressed in smaller amount of
multiplication and addition, the proposed method, Eq,
(10), is faster and more efficient. In addition, if two
solids interfere at only one pair of faces, when Fn is

1, NpmpO$ed decreases markedly.

Table 1 shows the comparison of interference be
tween the worst and proposed cases. The fourth col
umn shows the calculation number of the worst case.
The fifth column is the calculation number of the
proposed case.

5. System architecture

Fig. 10 shows the overall framework of the devel
oped system. The system consists of designer clients,
the integrated server and Web clients. In order to
register, search, upload and download CAD data, the
integrated server exchanges messages with design or
Web clients for file transmission. Message exchange
is realized by using socket communication.

Principal functions of the developed system are as
follows: The Web-server notifies Web pages and
grants users certifications. In addition, a designer is
able to register CAD data constructed on the com
mercial CAD system through the Webpage. Transla
tion server translates the registered conunercial CAD
file into the lightweight CAD file [9] for the Web
based verification. InterOp modules and kernels of
Spatial Inc. are used for conversion of various com
mercial CAD files into the lightweight CAD files.

Design clients are able to search and verify not only
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ActiveX on the client's computer, versions of the
distributed ActiveX controls are checked at every
login process. And then the updated ActiveX controls
are automatically distributed to the client. In addition,

interference examination process is performed on the
client's PC, which reduce network dependence and
server overload in case of 3D visualization or draft
examination of injection molds [3].

6. Case studies

Efficiency of the proposed interference examina
tion system is verified through actual CAD files for
injection mold processes. The injection mold is de
signed on commercial CAD systems, and the CAD
data are registered through the Web page of the de
veloped system. The registered CAD files are con
verted into lightweight CAD files through the transla

Fig. 12. Interference verification between the angle pin and
hall.

Fig. 13. Interference verification between the slide and Jock.

tion server [9]. When an injection mold CAD data is

searched on the web and is requested to be verified,

the viewer is automatically plugged-in on the user's

web-browser, and the searched lightweight CAD file
is downloaded and visualized.

Fig. 12 shows the result of interference examina
tion of the angle pin and the evasion hole. Interfer

ence comes from contact between the angle pin and

the evasion hole due to the longer length of the pin.

The result of the interference verification is displayed

on the screen in black as shown in OJ of Fig. 12.
Based on the result, designers are able to modify the
length ofthe angle pin or size of the evasion hole, and

apply changes to the design of the injection mold. Fig.
13 shows the interference between the slide and the

locking block. In this case, interference occurs at the

comer where the slide and the locking block contact
together. The reason is that the radius of curvature of

the slide is smaller than that of the locking block. The

interference region is made distinguishable through
color change and is shown in OJ of Fig. 13.

7. Conclusions

An interference examination algorithm for a Web
based interference verification system applicable to a
single-level assembly has been developed for injec

tion mold design processes. Following conclusions
have been obtained:

I) To design a collaborative system executable on
the Internet, a lightweight CAD file converted from a
CAD data is used as a native file of the CAD viewer
with interference verification capability.

2) Using the developed interference verification
system, commercial CAD systems are not required
for assembly examination at the design stage of injec

tion mold design.
3) The developed interference examination algo

rithm has been implemented in the mold design proc
ess, and is able to detect all intersects between com

plex geometries in a single-level assembly.
4) The effectiveness of the proposed system is veri

fied through a case study.
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